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ABSTRACT

Tlw circulation in tlw northern Levantine Sea is obtained from combined analyses of density diHtrilmtion and current velocity data dprived from CTD and acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) mpasurements rps]wctiwly. The method is based on multi-variate
estimation, with artificial data insertp(l at the coasts to satisfy simplified boundary
conditions.
Experinl<'nts have illflicatpd sensitivity of til<' rpsults to the relative weights and noise
levds of thp of illCkpen(knt spts of ohservations. ImkpeIHknt analysps of (i) frequently
sampl(·d ADCP data along the cruise track (ii) ADCP data at oceanographic stations,
and (iii) CTD data at stations yiplded results with varying degrees of success in resolving
thp small scales and in til<' realistic detection of eddies and jets, resulting in different
levels of analysis error. The analysis of the com hi ned CTD and ADCP data at stations
yif'lded HlP best rpsuits. Coastal boundary conditions werp successfully simulatpd by
data insprtion.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent observations in the Eastern Meelitprrranean have revealed complex circulation
features and an active dynamics with basin-wide excursions and interactions amongst
current systems. Cohprent eddies, persistent mid-basin and coastal current systems with
meamiering jets have been idpntified in tllP recent observations (Robinson
The POEM Group, 1£)92; Ozsoy et

et at., 1991;

a.t., 1989, 1991, 1993). Complexity of the regional

circulation, as well as a lack of synoptic data in the past have deprived the region from
being the subject of detailed investigations kading to a sound scientific understanding.
The Levantine and Ionian Seas arc the two major basins of the Eastern Mediterranean,
spparat('d by the wick and relativdy shallow waters of the Cretan Passage (Figure 1).
The Levantine Sea is occupied by active dynamical structures with a wide range of
scales (Ozsoy et

at., 1989, 1991, 1993; Ozsoy and Unliiata, 1992, 1993). The Levantine

Basin has be('n thoroughly coverI'd by observations in the last 6-7 years. A mid-basin
jet entering from the Cretan Passage and carrying modified Atlantic \'Vater bifurcates
into a number of smaller streams which circulate around permanent sub-basin scale
gyres and eeidies amI contrilmte to the return flows along the coasts. The Levantine Sea
is the source region of the Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW), created in the region
as a result of winter time air-sea interactions.
are evident in the pattern of circulation.

Seasonal and interannual variations

Every couple of years, the basin current

systems drift between apparent circnlation modes qualitatively linked with the intensity
of LI\V formation. Under extreme conditions, overturning is induced at the center of
the pprmanent Rhode's Gyre, resuHing in Dpep Water formation, simultaneously with
LIW formation (Sur et aL, 1992).
One of the outstaneling features of the observed dynamical fieleis is the persistence
of thp coarse meso-scale to basin-scale coherent structures, which are relatively large
compared to the Rossby radii of deformation (L

=

10 - 15 A'm for the first baroclinic

mode). However, superposed on this slowly evolving but swift system of currents, there
is a rich signal in the meso-scale and sub-meso-scale features (Robinson
The POEM Group, 1992; Ozsoy, et

et at., 1987,

at., 1993).

In paralld with the improved observations, progress is being made in the modelling of
Eastern Mediterranean circulation. Gen('ral circulation models initialized with climatology anej clrivpn by atmospheric fOfcing are being used to approach realistic simulations
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of the circulation consistent with modd physics (e.g. Malanotte-Rizzoli and Bergamasco, 19S9, 1991, Pinanli and Navarra, 1992; Zavaten·lli and Mellor, 1992; Roussenov

et al., 1993). Dynamical process studies have used models with simplified physics to
investigate the dynamics in sub-domains (e.g. Robinson et a.l., 1991b; Robinson and
Golnaraghi, 1992). Quasi-geostrophic ocean models, snrh as the full feature multi-level
baroclinic model devdoped at Harvard University, including consistent boundary conditions appli('d at coastal boundaries (1-lilliff, 1990) and in multiply connected ocean
domains (Ozsoy et a.l., 1992) are convenient for such studies.
In addition to the above circulation models, specific process modds are also being used
to explain th(' relationships betw('en the atmospheric forcing, the circulation and the
proc('sses of water mass formation (e.g. Ovchinnikov and Plakhin, 19S4; Brenner et al.,
1991; Feliks, 1991; Lascaratos et al., 1993), or to explain eddy generation by instabilities
of coastal currents (Fpliks and Ghil, 1993).
There arc also numerous recent attempts to calculate the seasonal or annual steady
circulation of the Mccliterranean consistent with climatological data aurl the physics of
advanced circulation modpls (Tzilwrman and Malanotte-Rizzoli, 1991; Roussenov et al.,
1992; Bergamasco et al., 1993; Brasseur et al., 1993), employing various types of data
assimilation and invprse techniqucs. Alt('rnatively, the time depel1(h'nt circulation is
computcd from quasi-synoptic data (Bergamasco, 1993), by making use of adjoint data
assimilation techniques.
Our ohj€·ctive in the following is to improve the estimation of synthesized fields from
observations, and initialize a quasi-geostrophic ocean modd with these fidds. With the
recent ad(lition of a vessel mounted ADCP system, the R/V BiLiM of the IMS-METU
has increased its data collection caparity, and we therefore test analysis schemps to
determine how much use can be made of this increased data coverage, especially under
conditions of uneven and mixed data distribution. In estimating the initial fields, we
utilize independent measurements of the df'llsity field obtained by a CTD profiler, and
current measurements obtained by the ADCP system. A multi-variate mcthod is used
to analyse the data, satisfying boundary conditions at coastal and island boundaries.
vVe also make t('sts to ('nsur(' that the r('suIting boundary values are consist('nt with the
dynamiral modes of the model.
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Figure 1 Location map and batbymetry of tbe Eastern Mediterranean, including tbe Levantine
Basin.
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Figure 2 AVHRR satellite image of the Levantine Basin on 24 Septemher 1991, NOAA10
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A DESCRIPTION OF THE CIRCULATION

vVe USf' the ohservations made during October 1991 in the northern Levantine Sea. The
smface temjwrature expressions obtained from an AVHRR satellite image during the
same periocl (Figure 2) shows the cyclonic Rhodes Gyre (the dark/cool region covering a
large part of the basin in the west), encircled by current systems and eddies. The warm
region to the south of the basin is the dispersion region of the currents entering the basin
from the west, embodying many anticyclonic eddies. Of these, the uniform circular eddy
southeast of Crete is a semi-permanent feature which has consistently been observed in
the same locat.ion in the rf'peatf'cl surveys of 1987, 1989, 1990 and 1991 (Robinson et

ai., 1991, azsoy et ai., 1993). Anothf'l' anticyclonic eddy is connectf'd to the Southeast
Cretan Edcly by a filamf'nt and f'xt('JHls east towards the intf'rior of til(' Rhodes Gyre circulation. Othf'r eddies are found along tll(' Egyptian coast. The intf'nse warm spot south
of Cypl'1lS corresponds to thf' Shikmona Eddy, a permanent feature of the Levantine Sea
circulation (Robinson et ai., 1991, azsoy et ai., 1993). A cyclonic region is observed immf'diatf'iy northeast of the Shikmona eddy. The warm region north of Cyprus and along
the Turkish coast is the Asia Minor Current, a meandering but permanent feature of
tll(' cir('ulation. It can be noted that the Rhodes Gyre circulation is limitf'd to the area
betwf'en thf' islands of Crete and Cyprus in this case, with its peripheral currf'nts largely
bypassing west of Cyprus and not extending further east as it was observed in some
earlif'r cases (azsoy et ai., 1993). The Rhodes Gyre peripheral currents head north near
Wf'stern Cyprus and rf'inforcf' the Asia Minor Current along the west coast of Anatolia.

THE DATA
Tllf' oceanographic data collected by the R/V BiLil\1 of thf' IMS-METU in the northern Levantine Sea dming October 1991 included CTD station data for temperature
and salinity, and acoustic Doppler current profileI' (ADCP) measurements obtained at
oceanographic stations and along the ship's track.
The salinity and temperature data Wf're collected by a Seabinl Model 9/11 CTD profileI'
system at 71 oceanographic stations nominally spaced at half degree intervals in the
norhern Levantine Sea. The vertical resolution of the data is 1m after bin averaging.
Dynamical height anomaly was computed from the density data, relative to a reference
level of 1000m. The analysis of s1llfacf' streamfunction, based on hydrographic data is
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shown in Figure 3a. It can be verified that the circulation has much in common with
the AVHRR satellite data shown in Figure 2.
The current measurements were obtained using an RD Instnunents ADCP system with
a vessel-mounted 150J{hz transclncer. A hin size of 2m was used in the data collection,
and up to 12S depth lJins were sampled, starting from below the ship keel. Ensemble averaging was carried out at half hour interyals at oceanographic stations. Under
cruising conditions, the data were ensemble averaged with 10 minute intervals. The
data obtained under way yielded current velocity profiles at about 1200 positions along
the entire cruise track. The ensemble averaging interval of 10min is marginally good
to ohtain rdiahle (lata during crnising. Due to limitations of acoustic penetration, reliable measurements ( !JO% percent good) were obtainerl only for depths smaller than
200 - 250m.
Althongh GPS navigation was available and position data were collected, they were
not nsed to compute ahsolute velocity because of insufficient accuracy and noise problems. Absolute velocity was computed by adjusting the velocity profile relative to the
average of the measnred cnrrent8 in a reference layer hetween 160m and 200m depths.
Although we did not have independent measurements to confirm the absolute currents,
we userl geostrophic currents derived from the density fidel (Figure 3h) to check that
the ADCP ref('renc(' layer velocities were ind('('d small. In fact, we added tllf'se derived
reference Yelority values to the ADCP reference layer velocity, and could not observe
noticahle elifferences in the final fields.

The ADCP current measurements obtained

at 20m (!Ppth along the cruise track during of R/V BiLiM are shown in Figure 3c.

METHODOLOGY
The integration of ayailahle observations into valid initial fields of dynamical variables
is a necessary first step in the initialization of a model. The methodology of objective
analysis is widely used for this purpose, and has been applied to oceanographic fields by
Bretherton et al. (1!J76), who developed it for both scalar and vector fields. McWilliams

et al. (1!JS6) further developed the methodology to be applied to multivariate analyses
and to the analyses of df'fived fidels baserl on physical laws. Carter and Robinson
(1!JS7) made improved vector analyses of the velocity field. Rohinson and Leslie (1!JS5)
comhined statistical and dynamical modds to make improved and consistent estimates
of ini tial physical fiplrls.
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Figure 3.(a) Dynamic height anomaly (em) at 20 m depth computed from CTD data,
referenced to a 1000 decibar level of no motion, October 1991, .
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Figure 3.(b) Currents at 200 m depth derived from the dynamic height anomaly data
and projected on the cruise track by objective analysis.
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Figure 3.(c) ADCP current velocity ensemhle averaged every 10 min interval along tile
cruise track, and a({justed hy adding tlle 200 m velocity field in (b).

Although the ADCP is a modern instrument which has found widespread use in oceanography, the large volume of clata it can gem'rate is often not immediately available for
interpretation, e.g. for the determination of synoptic or time-dependent oceanographic
fields. The mf'aS1ITf'mf'nts arf' oftf'n biased by transience resulting from inertial, internal
and tidal fluctuations, and C'xtraneous noise. Reliability is gaillf'd by aVf'raging of data
obtainC'd at fixf'd pm;ition i. e. at an oceanographic station. For ADCP data collected
whik the ship is un(kr way, time aVf'raging is compromised against unwanted spatial
averaging. Ohservational f'rrors arf' increased considerably as a result of ship motions,
especially in rough spas (Saundf'fs, IGG2).
Comhined analyses of ADCP and CTD data for improved dynamical field estimates are
rare in oceanography. Morf' commonly, the data are patched together and compared
with otller sets of ohsf'fvations for a better description of circulation (e.g. Saunders,
IGG2). On the other hand, some' earlier studies only used ADCP station data, without
attempting to usc the full data sets. Walstad et ai. (lG91) have computed the reference
velocity fi('ld from ADCP currmt velocity measurements at stations, and have added
to this the dynamic height computations to ohtain fields consistent with dynamics.
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The streamfunction ohtained from dynamic height is generally smooth because it is obtained by integrating (lensity using a geostrophic relationship. In addition, it represents
a non-divergent velocity field by d(-finition. On the other hand, the measured velocity
field can both be noisy and divergent. Although it is possible to obtain both the nondivergent and the irrotational velocity components from current velocity measurements
(Robinson and Carter, 1987), it is often the non-divergent part that we are generally
inte-rf-sted in, especially in the case of numerical models. Robinson and Carter (1987)
d('termine the non-divngent str('amfunction by solving an inverse probl('m, with current observations analysed first to form a r('gular grid of velocity data. An a1t('rnative
approach proposed by Bretl1('rton et al. (1976) and McWilliams et al. (1986) is to use a
correlation model satisfying a non-divergent relationship bdween pr('ssure and velocity.

The analysis scheme
We use multivariate statistics with a non-div('rgent correlation model to estimate dynamical fidds from 11llPvpnly distributed, largp sets of mixed data. Obsprvations of
dynamical height anomaly
tt,

1/' obtained from CTD data and ADCP velocity components

v are uspd aft('r normalizing pad! variable by the corresponding sample standard devi-

ation, namely 17,p,

17"

and 17". We estimatp a variable, 0, at an analysis point

from a linear combination of available ohservations of 1{'p at CTD stations

P

;1,1'

x=

=

(x, y),

(xl" Yp),

= 1, ... P, and ADCP velocity mea8Uren1('nts Ilg = (ug,V q) at points Xg = (xg,Yg),

q = 1, ... Q:

(1)

The ana.lysis va.riable 0 stands for pitl1('r 1{', n, or Vi since normalization is introduced,
the analysis scheme is the same for anyone of the variables. For simplicity, we change
tllP notation to repn-spnt already normalizpd variables, and discontinue differentiating

between observation types to write

N

Ox

=L

.=1

cxx.ljJ.,

understanding that {1jJ} is the array of mixecl, normalized observations of length N

P

+ 2Q, and

{(V} is tIl(' nondimensional codficient array of equal length.

(2)

=
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Note that the observations contain measurement errors and noise which make them
different from true values cI>s by some small amount: 1>s

= cI>s ± f s.

Similarly, we expect

that the analysis involves estimation errors relative to the true vahlf's:
The estimation error variance over an ensemble of analysis points

(}:r = ex

± Sx.

:h, k = 1, ... !vI

is

(3)
Minimizing this variance with respect to the choice of

0'

yields

(4)
In the ahove, angled brackets imply ensemhle avnages. The coefficients

0'

in equation

(4) are cktermined from statistical correlation functions. These are respectively the
autocorrelation of the observations and t.he cross-correlation of true values versus the
observations, simplified as

Asl == (1)s1>l)
Cki == (e k 1>l)

= (cI>scI>l) + (fsfl)
= (ekcI>I).

== Csl

Note that the matrix of correlations C is a suhset of

C,

+ EOsl
because it only includes the

correlations of the analysed variable e with tllf' complete set of measured variables cI>
(its dimensions are eit.her P x N or
while

C includes

Q x N depending on the variahle lH'ing analysed),

corrdations of the complete set of variables (dimension N x N). It

is also assumed that no corrdations exist hetween true values and observations, and
between ohservation errors for independent measuren1f'nts. Further, the standard error
variance of the measurements is assumed to have a constant value of E applied to all
measurements. The entries of the correlation matrices A and C are evaluated for each
data pair, based on a correlation model such as the one we present in the following.
The analysis and its variance are then ohtained as
N
(}:r

r=1

(8;)

N

= LCxr LA;:-sl1>Sl

= Cxx -

s=1

N

N

L L CxrCxsA;:-sl.
r=1 s=1
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Tile correlation modrl
Because ensemble stati~tics are usually not available, the correlation function is replaced
by a model. For simplicity, we assume statistical homogeneity and isotropy, and leave
only few free paramf'tf'rs in the model to be detf'rmined hy comparison with the observed
data. The modPl for the spatial correlation of the dynamic height anomaly (1/') is selected
to be

(5)
where R = V(~.T)2

+ (~y)2,

~:r and ~y are the x and y distances between pairs of

observations, and Al to An and B are dimensional scales.
The above is an extf'nsion of earlier models appearing in the literature (e.g. Bretherton

et al., 1976; Robinson et ai., 1991) to include more than the first two terms. To ensure
positiv(' (kfilliten('ss of tIl(' correlation matrix (real valued wave-num1)('r spectrum of a
scalar as shown by Brf'thf'rton et al., 1976; Denman and Freeland, 1985), w(' leave out
the tnm proportional to the first power of the distanc(', i. e. the only assymetric term
yielding a gradient at R

= O.

TIH' streamfunction obtailwd from the mass field (the dynamic height anomaly) involves
assmnptions of small vertical velociti('s and g('ostrophy, which constrain the velocity field
to 1)(' non-divergent:

(6)
The complf'te set of corrdation functions, consistent with the ahov(' relation are therefore obtaincd as:
n

= {I + LOkl·k}e-r2/2
k=2

(7a - f)
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where

and

(/k

are dimensionless polynomial coefficients:

Distance is normalized with respect to the decay scale B, such that x
I::!y / B, an(1

7'

= R/ B =

.).1: + y2.
2

= /).x/B,

y

=

Because correlation functions are already divided

by standard deviations of the corresponding variahles, a factor proportional to 1 -

(/2

results in the denominator.

Determination of model coefficients
In principle, it is possible to find the coefficients Ak and B to yield best agreement
between model and observed correlations. \:Ve seek to find them by least squares method,
comparing the experimental correlations C nXj (calculated from the data) with model
correlations F x; Xj' i. e.
(L;E2) =

2)(Cx ;xj

- FX;Xj )2)

i,j

where the angled brackds represent averages of data pairs, and the terms in the summation indu( Ie the set of possible correlation functions between variables {X}

= {1,&, u, v}.

Becanse the model correlation functions are not linear in the coefficients, i. e. they involve the yd undetermined coefficient

(/2

in the denominator and the decay scale B in

the normalizations, the least squares procedure requires a double iteration to determine
(/k,

first by varying B, then for fixed values of B varying

(/2

until best agreement is

found.
The experimental correlation functions

CX;Xj

(averages computed per 20 km square)

derived from the data of Figures 3a and 3c are shown in Figure 4. Note that the u
and v velocity components have decorrelation scales of less than 100 km, while the
dynamic height anomaly 1,& statistics is anisotropic, with scales of
the principal directions.
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r (km)

Figure 5.(a) Comparison of experimental and model corrdations for a two term representation of (7a). The experimental correlations are averaged every 25 km (horizontal
bars), and the 95 % confidence limits are indicated by vertical bars,

r (km)

Figure 5.(b) Same as (a) except the three terms of (7a) is used.
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The extension of the isotropic correlation model, including an arbitrary number of
terms in (5) proves to be better than the standard model with the first two terms, as
illustrated by comparing two (Figurf' 5a) and three (Figure 5b) term representations
against eXjwrimentally detf'nninf'd corrdations of dynamical hf'ight. The correlation
with thrf'e terms is rdatively narroWf'r than the one with only two terms. The difff'rence
betwf'f'n the two fitted functions berome morf' distinct in the case of vector correlations.
Whilf' the two term model (Figurf' Ga) is smoother and wider (for the same value of B),
the thrf'e term corrdation model (Figurf' Ga) has bettf'r ('orresponden('e with the scales
of t1w observf'd vector corrdations in Figurf's 4a-f. Be('ause of better agreement with
data, we used the

thrf'f~

term modd in tlw following analyses.

Analysis with coastal boundary conditions
In hounded o(,f'an domains, the velo('ity fidd has to ohf'y coastal boundary conditions.
If a suffi('if'nt numlwr of observations were availahle, the information contf'nt in the
data would imposf' thf' physi('al efff'ds of the houndaries. Because the data is often
limitpd, and bf'('ause statistical analysis methods do not recognize boundary ('onditions,
tlw analysf'd fidds

(10

not rdkct roastal ('onstraints. In rf'ality, the ohsf'rvations from

a roastal ('ir('ulation would iIHli('atf' inhomogf'nous statisti('s with increasing anisotropy
near the ('oast, as a result of the efff'ds of shdf topography and the coastline geometry. The present-day statisti('al and llllmf'rieal models arf' far remove(1 from a uniform
treatmf'nt of the open o(,f'an and ('ontinental shdf regions.
Basi('ally, tlw weakness of the analysis to rerognize houndaries can be dealt with in
two ways: (i) the use of inhomogeneous, anisotropic rorrdation models adapted to
boundary ('onditions, (ii) insertion of simulatf'd observations at boundaries ('onsistent
with the houndary roIHlitions. In the latter ('ase, if only dynami('al height data are
used for the analysis, the n'sults depen(l on a jurlicious choi('e of the boundary values;
in our f'arlier studies (Ozsoy et al., l!JS!J), we found the method to hf' unsatisfactory.
On the other hand, Robinson et a.l. (l!J!Jla) used the equivalmt method of specifying
synthetic data for tempf'raturf' and salinity ((knsity) at selected boundaries. Their
analysf's showed that it was impossible to assign a single boundary value for the entire
Eastern Mf'ditf'rranf'an ('oast, so that sources and sinks of flow had to be allowed in
some region of the houndary.
A third approa('h, using thf' variational inverse method as an alternative to statistical
objedive analysis is proposed by Brasseur et al. (H)!J3). Their methodology also does
not re(,ognize ('oastal boundary ('onditions but l}f'('ausf' of smoothness and advection
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constraints, seems to produce results approaching (i) above, limiting the influence of
data points to the region inside the physical ocean domain.
In our analyses, we choose to inse'rt boundary values as artificial observations. Because
we use a multi-variate scheme, we can insert either streamfunction or velocity boundary
values, by the following schemes along the boundary: (i) the specification of a streamfunction value 1/)

= constant, (ii)

the free-slip boundary condition, requiring the normal

component of velocity to vanish, 11· ii = 0, or (iii) the no-slip boundary condition, in
which (u,v)

= o.

Note that the boundary value specifications (i) and (ii) are equivalent according
to (6), though the implementation of the second method is less subjective.

The

first method requires a priori knowle'dge' of the constant value to be specified, and
a particular choice of the' constant value can modify the basin circulation.

In

the second method, the available observations are interpolated to produce a velocity field along the boundary, setting the' normal components to zero; the resulting velocity fipld is then uSe'd as houndary data.

In the third method, we

give zero velocity compone'nts as data along the houndary.

The mdhod also al-

lows mixed boundary conditions, with the possihility of assigning a streamfunction
value simultanpously with either no-slip or free-slip velocity boundary conditions.

RESULTS
In producing estimate'S of the streamfunction field, we made simultaneous use of the
available CTD and ADCP observations. Howevpr, it soon hecame clear that the choice
of analysis parameters and the distrihution of the mixed data determined the quality of
the analysis. A numlwr of experiments were carried out to observe the individual effects
of the available sets of observations, and of the analysis parameters. The measurement
standard prror variance was taken as E

= 0.1

for all observations, and the correlation

functions corresponding to Figure 6b were used in the analyses. The radius of influence around each analysis point was taken on the order of 120 km and the number of
observation points ente'ring an analysis were limited to about 15 for each type of data.
The near-surface (20

In

depth) ADCP current measnreme'nts in Figure 3c were analysed

to yidd a streamfunction from

11,

v data alone, shown in Figure 7a. Comparison with

the analysis of dynamical height anomaly in Figure 3a is discouraging; despite a number
of trials with different parameters, the field generated by the analysis is noisy,
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Figure 7.(a) Surface dynamic height anomaly (em) at 20 m depth, obtained from an
analysis of the ADCP cruise-track data of Figure 3.(c),
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Figure 7. (b) The analysis error variance distribution.
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with small scale features embedded in the circulation. We note that the positions of
major features and their sense of circulation are consistent with the satellite data of
Figure 2 and with the analysis in Figure 3a, despite uncertainties created by the small
scales. The generation of small scales appears to be a result of the great number (1133
velocity vectors) of closely spaced observations containing noise. The error variance
map in Figure 7b shows that the analysis has an average error variance of 0.4, larger
than that specified (0.1) for the observations.

Th~~is i!l~ll_greement

with Bretherton et

al. (1976), who found incrf'ased analysis error variance when they used observations

spaced at intervals shorter than the horizontal scales of real features. They also showed
that further smoothing of noisy obsf'rvations tf'ucied to increase and unifonl1ly distribute
the analysis f'rror variance. This rf'sult was also confirmed (not shown), because our
attempts to smooth the data resulted in further divergf'nce from realistic analysis fields.
As an alternative, we analysed the ADCP currf'nt observations obtained at

oceano~

graphic stations. The ensemble averagf' currf'nts at 20 m df'pth, measured every 20
minutes during the ship's stay at each station, are supf'rposed in Figure 8a. The

cur~

rent measurements appear to be stable in direction and magnitude, but considering the
relatively short periods in which the currf'nts were mf'asured, the variability may be
significant. These measurements were then averaged at each station, and the reference
currents at 200 m obtained from the objf'ctive analysis of (iynamical height data were
added to yield the velocity field in Figure 8b.
The analysis of the vdocity field in Figure 8b produced the streamfunction field in
Figure 9a. The corresponding analysis error variance is shown in Figure 9b. While
the circulation essf'ntially inclu(jps the same features shown in the satellite data (Figure
2) and the dynamical height analysis of Figure 3a, the location and intensity of these
features do not correspond with either set of independent observations. Furthennore,
the field generated from the station current measurements is considerably smoother but
also different from tllP analysis of continuous CTuise track measurements in Figure 7a,
indicating the sensitivity of the analysis to data distribution and quality. Note that the
error variance for the analysis of station data (Figure 9b) is slightly higher than the
analysis of cruise data (Figure 7b).
Next we analysed the dynamical height anomaly data together with the current

veloc~

ity. In these test cases we also include different types of coastal boundary conditions.
Assuming tllPre is no exchange between the shdf regions and the deep ocean, we apply
the coastal boundary condition along the 200 m depth contour, smoothed to eliminate
sharp curvatures.
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Figure S.(a) Surface (20 m) current vectors obtained by 30 min ensemble averaging at
oceanop;raphic stations,
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Figure S.(b) Surface (20 m) current vectors obtained by adding the dynanlic height
anomaly derived velocity to the averages of (a).
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Figure 9.(a) Surface dynamic height anomaly (em) at 20 m depth, obtained from an
analysis of the station ADCP data of Figure 8.(b),
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Figure 9.(b) The analysis error variance distribution.
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FiglU'e 10 Boundary parallel current velority vectors generated hy projection of interior
data on tIle 200 m deptll contour, and keeping tIle tangential components.

In the no-slip case,

WI'

assign zno vdocity data along this contour. In the case of the

free-slip boundary condition, we project the cruisf'-trark ADCP vdority observations
on tIl(' boundary hy ohjf'ctivf' analysis, and sf't equal to zero the componf'nts normal
to the boundary. TIl(' rf'snHing tangf'lltial wlocity estimates along the 200 m depth
contonr are shown in Figure 10.
The combined analysis of the 1/' and (11, v) data at oceanographic stations, with a freeslip bonndary condition applied by insnting the boundary velocity data of Figure 10
yields the strf'amfunction fidd of Figlll'e 11a. The coastal part of the circulation agrees
well with the presence of bonndarif's. The analysis with a no-slip boundary condition
results in a slightly diffnent fidd (Figlll'e 11 b), especially nf'ar the coasts where the
requirf'ment to havf' vanishing tangpntial velocity (i. e. a vanishing normal gradient
of 1j;), forces the maximum currents of the jf't flows to he moved away from coastal
boundaries.
The analysis of combinpd intf'l'ior (lata togf'thf'r with combined boundary values seems
to work best. The boundary conditions can include til(' constant strf'amfunction
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Figure 11.(a) SUIiace dynamic height anomaly (em) at 20 m depth, obtained ii'om a
combined analysis of the station CTD and ADCP data, and the tangential velocity data
of Figure 1O.(b) applied at the boundary (free-slip boundary condition),
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Figure 11.(b) Same as (a) except that the boundary velocity components are set equal
to zero (no-slip boundaq condition).
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assignment, either with free-slip or no-slip velocity boundaries, as long as the boundary
streamflU1dion is objedivdy determined. These mixed boundary data reinforce each
other in Figure 12a, and the (lifference from Figure 11a is only minimal. A constant
value of 1j; = 3 em was used along the mainland coasts and on the coast of Cyprus,
determined first with a projection of streamfundion values by objective analysis, and
averaging along each ('oast. The island and basin boundary values were equal in this
case of Odober 1991 observations, because the jet proceeding west of Cyprus joins the
Anatolian coast without branching to the east, though we note that this need not be
the case for other realizations of the circulation (e.g. Ozsoy et al., 1993).
Finally, note that the analysis error variance is reduced to less than 0.1 in the combined
analysis (Figure 1211). This result shows that the dynamical height observations compensate for the analysis errors of the relatively more noisy current velocity observations.
Note, however, that both sets of independent ohservations have comparable weights in
determining the cir('ulation, since the circulation in Figure 12a has better defined eddies, jets and meandf'rs whose featurf'S d<'l'ive from the inrkpendent analyses of Figures
3a and 7a. Yet, the multi-variate tl'clmique apppars to the he best way to incorporate
the I'ffeds of pach measurement into thl' analyis, yidding estimatps better than those
produ('pd from thp ilHlividual sPt.s of data. This is evi(knt in Figure 12a, which seems
consistent with basic fl'atures in Figure 2, including a(lditional dPt.ail not presented by
Figure 3a.
The stratification characterizing the survey llPriod is displayed in Figure 13a. The first
three barodinic quasi-geostrophic dynamical modes, computed for this N 2 profile, with
an avprage depth of 2400 m assumed for the Levantine Basin, are shown in Figure 13b.
Note that tlll' dynamical modes are trapped near the surfa(,e (within the first 500 m).
The corresponding Rossby radii are 12.1, 6.4 and 3.8 km respectively. The vertical
dependen(,e of the ('oastal values of till' boundary streamfunction determined by our
analysis S('hOlll' compared wdl with the first barodinic eigpnmode at modd levels. We
will report on the mmlel rl'sults in a forth(,oming publication.
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Figure 12.(a) Surface dynamic height anomaly (em) at 20 m depth, obtained from a
combined analysis of the station CTD and ADCP data, and the tangential velocity data
of Figure 10,
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Figure 12.(b) The analysis error variance distribution.
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CONCLUSIONS
The dilemma of making maximum use of quasi-synoptic, three-dimensional, yet imperfect observational data, and extracting the information content compatible with physical
laws, is a modern problem of ocean science. Advances in this field are being made by
developing elaborate methods for assimilating data into models.
The Levantine Basin is a region of eoherent oeean structures with complex interactions.
Modelling would gain from improved estimates of initial fields. Our experience shows
that the best synthesis of the ohservations in this environment is done by combined
analysis of the availa ble data, and by applying constraints to satisfy approximate coastal
boundary conditions.
Our attempts to use the continuous measurements of current velocity eollected at cruise
time did not produce sufficiently reliable results. This may he due to the noise content
of the observations, their distrihution ancl weaknesses of the analysis method. The
effect of a single ohs('rvation on the analysis field is proportional to the correlation
functions shown in Figures 5a,b. For example, the streamfunction eontribution of each
veloeity observation is proportional to the F u !/" with an influenee function in the form
of a dipole. Superposition of many dipoles crpates a noisy field unless there is perfect
correspondence 1)('tw('en tll(' obsprvations and thp model correlation. We believe better
results ean be obtaill('d with fnrther improvempnts in the statistical model.
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